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We experimentally study the stability of a bosonic Mott-insulator against the formation of a
density wave induced by long-range interactions, and characterize the intrinsic dynamics between
these two states. The Mott-insulator is created in a quantum degenerate gas of 87-Rubidium atoms,
trapped in a three-dimensional optical lattice. The gas is located inside and globally coupled to an
optical cavity. This causes interactions of global range, mediated by photons dispersively scattered
between a transverse lattice and the cavity. The scattering comes with an atomic density modulation,
which is measured by the photon flux leaking from the cavity. We initialize the system in a Mott-
insulating state and then rapidly increase the global coupling strength. We observe that the system
falls into either of two distinct final states. One is characterized by a low photon flux, signaling
a Mott insulator, and the other is characterized by a high photon flux, which we associate with a
density wave. Ramping the global coupling slowly, we observe a hysteresis loop between the two
states a further signature of metastability. A comparison with a theoretical model confirms that
the metastability originates in the competition between short- and global-range interactions. From
the increasing photon flux monitored during the switching process, we find that several thousand
atoms tunnel to a neighboring site on the time scale of the single particle dynamics. We argue that
a density modulation, initially forming in the compressible surface of the trapped gas, triggers an
avalanche tunneling process in the Mott-insulating region.
When found in a metastable state or phase, a system
resides in a condition differing from its state of least en-
ergy for an extended period of time. Examples for long-
lived metastable phases are found in magnetized mate-
rials, glasses, crystals like diamond, as well as in macro-
molecules [1–3]. In many solid-state systems, metasta-
bility can be described by a first-order phase transition
[4], yet the less accessible switching dynamics and its as-
sociated time scales are crucial to gain insights into the
mechanisms of structure formation.
Ultracold atoms emerge as a promising tool to study
questions related to metastability in quantum many-
body systems, due to the precise knowledge and high-
level of control over the underlying Hamiltonian. In-
deed, metastable states, many-body localization, and
first-order phase transitions have recently attracted the-
oretical [5–10] and experimental interest [11–16]. The
presence of long-range interactions is of particular im-
portance to induce and influence metastability, since it
makes decay processes like nucleation and phase separa-
tion energetically costly, resulting in increased lifetimes
of higher energy states, as recently observed in Rydberg
excitation clusters [17]. The consequences are even more
severe in systems with long-range interactions decaying
slower than 1/rd , where r is the inter-particle distance
and d is the dimensionality of the system, as a separa-
tion into independent clusters is no longer possible. The
lifetime of metastable phases then scales with the system
size and diverges in the thermodynamic limit [18, 19].
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FIG. 1: Metastability and system overview. (A) Mean-field
results from the toy model. In the presence of short-range
interactions Us and global-range interactions Ul atoms placed
in a lattice potential can show metastable behavior. States
(indicated by circles) can be protected by an energy barrier
and the present state of the system depends on its history,
leading to hysteresis. The Mott insulator (orange line) and
the charge density wave (green lines) are either stable (solid),
metastable (dashed) or unstable. (B) Our system consists of a
Bose-Einstein condensate coupled to a single mode of an opti-
cal resonator in the presence of 3D optical lattices. The atoms
can create a particle imbalance Θ by arranging in a checker-
board pattern which maximizes scattering of photons from a
z lattice (not shown) into the resonator mode. (C) Schematic
phase diagram of the system with a superfluid (SF), a lattice
supersolid (SS), a Mott insulator (MI) and a charge density
wave (CDW) phase. The black arrow illustrates the experi-
mental sequence: We prepare the atoms in the SF phase and
ramp up the 3D optical lattices to increase Us, which brings
the system into the MI phase. Subsequently, we carry out a
detuning ramp towards cavity resonance which increases Ul.
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2In our experiment the global interactions arise from the
coupling of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) to a sin-
gle mode of an optical high-finesse cavity [20, 21]. With
the atomic gas trapped in a three-dimensional (3D) op-
tical lattice we can simultaneously control short-range
interactions and push the system into a strongly corre-
lated regime (Fig. 1B). The phase diagram of the sys-
tem is schematically shown in Fig. 1C. It was recently
determined experimentally [22, 23] and studied theoret-
ically [24–32]. In the thermodynamic limit a first order
phase transition from a Mott insulator (MI) [33, 34] to
a charge density wave (CDW) state has been predicted
[27, 28, 30, 32].
Toy model
To achieve a basic understanding of our system
we study a toy model with Hamiltonian Hˆ =
1
2Us
∑
i∈e,o nˆi (nˆi − 1) − 1KUlΘˆ2, i.e. an extended Bose-
Hubbard model where we have neglected tunneling for
simplicity. We consider the situation of a fixed number
of atoms N in a box potential, with K = N lattice sites
and an average filling per lattice site of 〈nˆi 〉 = 1. Us and
Ul denote the strength of short- and global-range inter-
actions, respectively. The global-range interaction term
favors a particle imbalance between even and odd lat-
tice sites. It is characterized by the imbalance operator
Θˆ =
∑
i∈e nˆi −
∑
i∈o nˆi , where nˆi counts the number of
atoms on lattice site i and the sub-indices e and o denote
even and odd lattice sites, respectively.
We obtain the average ground state energy per particle
ε =
〈
Hˆ
〉
/N as a function of the imbalance Θ =
〈
Θˆ
〉
for
varying Ul/Us, see Fig. 1A (SI Appendix). When global-
range interactions are weak (Ul/Us < 0.25), the free en-
ergy landscape has a single global minimum at imbalance
Θ = 0 corresponding to a Mott insulator (MI) with ex-
actly one atom on every lattice site. For Ul/Us > 0.5
global-range interactions dominate and we find an insu-
lating ground state with a modulated density distribu-
tion which we denote charge-density wave (CDW). Since
the discrete even-odd symmetry of the lattice is bro-
ken, the energy landscape shows two global minima at
Θ/N = ±1. In the region around Ul/Us ≈ 0.5 this model
shows metastable behavior [31, 32]. Here the MI state
is a local minimum in the free energy landscape, sepa-
rated from the CDW states by an energy barrier, which
results from the competition between strong interactions
of short- and global-range character.
System description
We load a BEC of (15 − 25) × 103 87Rb atoms into a
harmonic potential centered at the position of the cav-
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FIG. 2: Metastability Measurement. Observation of two dis-
tinct steady-state imbalances Θ, shown in orange and green,
and exemplary time-traces. We prepare an MI and then
quench the detuning from ∆c/2pi = −50 MHz to ∆fc closer
to resonance within 20 ms, increasing Ul. (A) Mean val-
ues of the imbalance Θ, errors are SD. The imbalance Θ is
separated by a gap of 5.2(1.4) × 103 atoms into two levels.
(B) Histogram as a function of Θ and ∆fc with bin sizes of
700 atoms in Θ and 0.5 MHz in ∆fc . The left plane depicts
the maximum number of counts observed at every ∆fc . (C)
Histogram of the normalized sum of all counts with respect
to Θ, for the normalization see SI Appendix. (D) Exemplary
time-traces for quenches ending at ∆fc/2pi = −28 MHz (left)
and ∆fc/2pi = −18 MHz (right). The shaded regions indicate
where the averaged imbalance Θ is extracted. This experi-
ment was performed with 25(2)×103 atoms at maximum lat-
tice depths of (Vx,Vy,Vz) = (17.3 E
785
R , 30.7 E
671
R , 11.1 E
785
R ).
ity mode. The cloud is split into about 70 weakly cou-
pled two-dimensional (2D) layers using an optical lattice
of (26.2 − 30.7) E 671R depth along the y axis at wave-
length λy = 671.0 nm (SI Appendix). We specify lat-
tice depths in units of the recoil energy EλR = h
2/(2mλ2)
for the wavelength λ, where h denotes Planck’s constant
and m is the atomic mass of 87Rb. The 2D layers are
exposed to a square lattice composed of a free space lat-
tice in the z direction and an intra-cavity optical stand-
ing wave along the x direction which is externally ap-
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FIG. 3: Hysteresis Measurement. (A) We prepare an MI, and
then sweep the detuning towards cavity resonance and sub-
sequently back to the starting point. The imbalance created
during ramp I is shown in orange and the imbalance during
ramp II is shown in green. Arrows indicate the ramp direc-
tions. We quantify the amount of hysteresis created by the
area highlighted in gray. Diamonds signal where we deduce
the threshold for the creation (orange) and the disappearance
(green) of an imbalance Θ, and where the center of an imbal-
ance jump is located (blue), see SI Appendix. (B) We study
the hysteresis area as a function of the final lattice depth Vz,
the data is shown by the solid line. The dashed line represents
the case where the y lattice is switched off such as to reduce
Us. (C) Exemplary traces of the imbalance Θ as a function
of Ul for different lattice depths Vz. These experiments were
performed with 17(2)×103 atoms at maximum lattice depths
of (Vx,Vy,Vz) = (14.5 E
785
R , 26.2 E
671
R , 12.9 E
785
R ). (D) Exem-
plary trace with the y lattice switched off. Here we prepare
15(1) × 103 atoms at Vx = 12.4 E 785R and Vz = 12.0 E 785R , see
SI Appendix. Error bars are SD (SI Appendix).
plied through the cavity mirrors (Fig. 1B) at wavelengths
λx = λz = 784.7 nm. In all experiments, the depths of
these lattices are tuned simultaneously such that Vx ≈ Vz
(SI Appendix), but due to the special role of the z lat-
tice we refer to Vz throughout the paper. The z lattice
mediates global-range atom-atom interactions of tunable
strength Ul ∝ Vz/∆c via off-resonant scattering into the
optical resonator mode [21] (SI Appendix). Here ∆c is
the detuning of the frequency of the laser forming the z
lattice from cavity resonance. We estimate a final filling
of at most two atoms per lattice site at the center of the
cloud in the MI phase. We monitor in real-time the flux
of photons leaking out of the cavity using a heterodyne
detector [35]. The flux is converted into an imbalance
Θ ∝ √nph, where nph represents the mean intra-cavity
photon number. For further information on the system
see [23] and SI Appendix.
Metastability and Hysteresis
A common method to probe a system for the presence
of metastable states is to prepare it in a well defined
state, to provide excess energy, and to observe which
states it relaxes to. We accordingly implement such a
Metastability Measurement where we prepare the cloud
in an MI state by slowly ramping up the lattices at an
initial detuning ∆c/2pi = −50 MHz that corresponds to a
negligible strength of global-range interactions Ul. Sub-
sequently, to provide energy to the system, we quench the
initial detuning within 20 ms to a variable endpoint of ∆fc
closer to cavity resonance. The quench increases Ul while
Us stays unchanged. Following the quench the system
evolves while all experimental parameters are kept con-
stant. A schematic of this sequence is shown in Fig. 1C.
We observe that the imbalance Θ rises during or after the
quench until it settles at a steady-state level Θ, defined
as an average over 10 ms taken 30 ms after finishing the
quench (Fig. 2D).
Repeating the experiment, we measure the imbalance
Θ as a function of the final detuning ∆fc (Fig. 2A-C). Far
from resonance (∆fc/2pi < −24 MHz), where the strength
of global-range interactions is weak, the system consis-
tently ends up at low imbalances (orange) in an interval
of 0 < Θ < 7 × 103 atoms. Quenching the detuning
closer to resonance (∆fc/2pi ≥ −19.5 MHz), where the
strength of global-range interactions is higher, the system
is never found to end up within this imbalance interval.
We now observe consistently higher imbalances (green)
of Θ > 7 × 103 atoms. The two well separated imbal-
ance intervals (Fig. 2A) coexist for final detunings in an
intermediate region (−24 MHz ≤ ∆fc/2pi ≤ −19.5 MHz)
where the system ends up either in a state of low or of
large average imbalance Θ (SI Appendix).
We attribute the observation of two distinct imbalance
distributions in our system to the existence of two
metastable states. Their separation signals the presence
of an energy barrier between the states which does
not allow for a continuous connection between them.
Our observation of a constant imbalance level after
equilibration (Fig. 2D) shows that the final state is
long-lived and hence can be either metastable or stable.
Monte-Carlo simulations for the closed version of the
system indeed predict metastable states [32]. We observe
that this metastability is preserved in our system despite
its open character due to the dissipative cavity, which
could lead to a fast decay of metastable states.
Metastable behavior in a many-body system is usually
associated with hysteresis at phase transitions. When a
control parameter is slowly varied back and forth across
a critical point, the final state of the system depends on
its history. The direct observation of hysteresis provides
an indication for the stability of metastable states with
4respect to parameter changes. We perform such a Hys-
teresis Measurement by preparing our system in the MI
phase at a lattice depth of Vz = 12.9 E
785
R and again
at a detuning where global-range interactions are negli-
gible. Afterwards, the detuning is swept during 80 ms
across the phase transition towards resonance (Fig. 3,
ramp I) and subsequently back to the starting point,
again within 80 ms (Fig. 3, ramp II). We choose a de-
tuning ramp which varies Ul linearly in time, starting
from ∆c/2pi = −53 MHz to ∆c/2pi = −13 MHz and
back to ∆c/2pi = −53 MHz, while Us is kept constant (SI
Appendix). During ramp I an imbalance is created that
increases with increasing Ul (orange line in Fig. 3A). Dur-
ing ramp II the imbalance decreases again until it fully
vanishes (green line in Fig. 3A). The observed evolution
of the imbalance is path dependent and describes a hys-
teresis loop across the phase transition.
A natural question in our system is the connection be-
tween the strength of short-range interactions and the
emergence of a hysteresis loop. We therefore repeat the
experiment at different Vz to vary Us/t, where t is tun-
neling. Sample traces are shown in Fig. 3C. We quan-
tify the amount of hysteresis by integrating the area of
imbalance with respect to Ul (gray area in Fig. 3A and
C). The hysteresis area is growing with increasing Vz,
see solid line in Fig. 3B, indicating that the metastable
states become increasingly robust against a change in Ul.
In the case where we repeat the experiment with the y
lattice switched off, such as to significantly reduce Us,
we however observe barely any hysteresis area (dashed
line in Fig. 3B), an exemplary trace is shown in Fig. 3D.
Our findings suggest that the emergence of a hysteresis
loop is linked to the system being in a regime where both
interactions are strong.
So far we neglected the influence of non-adiabaticity
when crossing the phase transition point as well as heat-
ing effects. Non-adiabaticity which stems from short
ramp times leads to a delayed reaction of the system with
respect to a change of the detuning [36]. Consequently,
during ramp I, the imbalance build up is delayed while
during ramp II the imbalance vanishes at a later point,
leading to an increase in the observed hysteresis area.
Heating on the other hand leads to a reduction of the
imbalance over time, resulting in a decreased hysteresis
area which can thus also become negative, see Fig. 3B.
The full comparison between the hysteresis area and ther-
modynamic states is challenging due to these effects. A
detailed study of the dependence of the observed hys-
teresis on the ramp time is provided in the SI Appendix.
Independent of the ramp time, we always observe a larger
hysteresis area when Us is high as compared to the case
where Us is reduced by switching off the y lattice. Re-
verting the order of ramp I and II such as to start in a
CDW state would have the effect that both heating and
non-adiabaticity increase the observed hysteresis area.
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FIG. 4: Time traces of the dynamics of the system. Data
from the Metastability Measurement is shown in the left col-
umn, data from the Hysteresis Measurement is shown in the
right column. (A) Ramps in the detuning ∆c . (B) Imbalance
dynamics. Starting from a state with almost zero imbalance
Θ, we first observe a slow increase in Θ (i) followed by a sud-
den jump (ii). Left column: Metastability Measurement data.
After quenching the detuning ∆c in the MI phase towards
cavity resonance, we hold all experimental parameters con-
stant. We observe dynamics in the imbalance Θ during and
after the detuning quench. The exemplary trace of Θ as a
function of time at a final detuning of ∆fc/2pi = −21 MHz is
shown in blue, while several repetitions of the experiment at
∆fc/2pi = −23 to −20 MHz are shown in grey. Right column:
Hysteresis Measurement data. We sweep the detuning ∆c
within 80 ms from the MI phase towards cavity resonance.
An exemplary trace of Θ as a function of time is shown in
blue where we observe dynamics in the imbalance during the
sweep. Multiple repetitions of the experiment with the same
parameters are shown in grey, here Vz = 12.9 E
785
R . Diamonds
signal where we deduce the threshold for the creation of an
imbalance Θ (orange), and where the center of the imbalance
jump (ii) is located (blue), see SI Appendix. (C) Phase of the
light field indicating a broken Z2-symmetry. We observe a
constant phase after an imbalance is created throughout the
slow increase (i) and jump (ii) in Θ. In the shaded region,
the signal is dominated by technical noise due to low photon
flux.
Imbalance dynamics
Our findings in the previous two experiments, the
Metastability Measurement and the Hysteresis Measure-
ment, are based on changes of the imbalance Θ when
varying the detuning ∆c in time. Such a change in the
imbalance corresponds to a reordering of the atomic den-
sity distribution via tunneling in the lattice potential.
Our real-time access unveils non-trivial dynamics of the
imbalance in the same data. We observe an initial imbal-
ance build up (i) followed by a fast jump (ii), see Fig. 4.
5Both features are present in the case of a detuning quench
and the case of a slow detuning ramp. To be indepen-
dent of the quench time, we post-select the quench data
based on the condition that the imbalance jump (ii) hap-
pens after experimental parameters are kept constant (SI
Appendix). From this data we measure a height of the
jump of ∆Θ = 3.5(9) × 103 atoms and an upper bound
of the duration ∆T of 4.3(6) ms (SI Appendix). It is
comparable to the tunneling time in a double well along
the x [z ] direction of 11.8[3.1] ms, defined as pi/(2
√
2 tx[z])
(SI Appendix). We interpret this jump as a collective
tunneling of several thousand atoms, a possible micro-
scopic description of this process is given in the following
section. The timescale of the initial imbalance build up
(i) depends on the ramp time, while the jump (ii) has a
comparable duration in all datasets.
In contrast to our toy model, the experimental system
is at non-zero tunneling, at finite temperature, and ex-
posed to a harmonic trapping potential. Accordingly we
expect the MI, in which we initially prepare the system,
to form a wedding cake structure consisting of an insulat-
ing bulk surrounded by superfluid shells at the surface.
Such an inhomogeneous finite size system can exhibit
a first order phase transition of the bulk material (the
MI), which is triggered by a second order phase transi-
tion that took place previously on the system’s surface
[37, 38]. The superfluid surface atoms possess a higher
mobility than the insulating bulk [39]. When the detun-
ing ∆c is swept towards cavity resonance, these atoms
can gradually create an imbalance once global-range in-
teraction overcome kinetic energy and the trapping po-
tential. The emerging imbalance breaks the discrete Z2-
symmetry of the CDW state, indicated by a well de-
fined and constant phase of the measured light field [40],
shown in Fig. 4. We attribute the initial imbalance in-
crease (i) to a rearrangement of surface atoms. From
the experimental parameters of the Metastability Mea-
surement, we theoretically estimate a number of surface
atoms of Nsurf ≈ (4− 8)× 103 (SI appendix), which is in
agreement with the initial imbalance increase (i). Pho-
tons scattered at these atoms into the cavity mode gen-
erate an energy offset δoff between even and odd sites,
see Fig. 5B. This offset eventually drives the bulk system
from a metastable MI to a CDW state, which we link to
the fast imbalance jump (ii). However, we do not observe
an imbalance jump when ramping the detuning back to
the starting value in ramp II (Fig. 3), which we mainly
attribute to the cloud being heated.
Microscopic dynamics and energy redistribution
during the imbalance jump
A simplified microscopic picture of the imbalance dy-
namics following the detuning quench is sketched in
Fig. 5A, where the system is broken into a collection
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FIG. 5: Microscopic dynamics and energy redistribution of
the system. (A) Microscopic description of the system dynam-
ics following the detuning quench, in terms of a Landau-Zener
transition. One-dimensional lattice potentials are shown for
a normal lattice (top), a dynamic superlattice with site off-
set δoff generated by superfluid surface atoms (middle), and
a tilted dynamic superlattice with spatially varying site off-
set δoff + δtrap as encountered at the edge of the harmonic
trap (bottom). Colored circles represent atoms in the states
|1, 1〉 (orange) or |2, 0〉 (green). Resonant nearest neighbor
tunneling is allowed when the site offset δoff + δtrap equals
the short-range interaction strength Us. (B) Dynamics of the
site offset δoff in the Metastability Measurement. (C) Top
panel: Sketch of the excitation energy of the bulk atoms. Su-
perfluid surface atoms add a symmetry breaking field to the
toy model. During the imabalance jump (ii), the highly ex-
cited system reduces the initial excitation energy E1 via an
avalanche of inherently non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transi-
tions by an amount of ∆E. Colored circles represent the state
of the system, where the MI state (orange) results from all
bulk atoms in the |1, 1〉 state, and the CDW state (green)
from atoms being in a superposition of |1, 1〉 and |2, 0〉 states.
Accordingly, the relative imbalance saturates at Θ/N < 1, in-
dicated by the dashed line. Bottom panel: Reduction of ∆E
as a function of time τs during the imbalance jump (ii). (B-C)
Exemplary traces use the same data as shown in Fig. 4. δoff
and ∆E are inferred from the photon flux leaking from the
cavity.
of coupled double wells. In the initial MI state, bulk
atoms occupy both sites of each double well. This state
is labeled |1, 1〉, where |ne, no〉 denotes the filling on the
even and odd sites, respectively. Here, on-site interac-
tions of strength Us/2pi = 2.2(1) kHz provide an energy
6barrier for neighboring atoms, thus suppressing tunnel-
ing into a |2, 0〉 state. The barrier softens but persists
as surface atoms generate an imbalance Θ and a site off-
set δoff. Monitoring the flux of photons leaking from the
cavity, we observe δoff/2pi = 1.6(2) kHz just before the
imbalance jump (ii) happens (SI Appendix). The har-
monic trapping potential causes an additional site offset
of 0 kHz ≤ δtrap/2pi ≤ δmaxtrap/2pi = 0.6 kHz, increasing
from the center outwards. When δoff + δ
max
trap ≈ Us, the
outermost bulk atoms start resonantly tunneling to their
neighboring lattice sites. They further increases Θ and
δoff, successively allowing more and more atoms to res-
onantly tunnel. The imbalance jump (ii) thus results
from an avalanche of resonant tunneling processes of bulk
atoms which only stops once δoff − δmaxtrap > Us. Indeed,
we find δoff/2pi = 2.7(3) kHz at the end of the jump.
We describe each resonant tunneling process by a
Landau-Zener transition, shown in Fig. 5A. The |1, 1〉
and |2, 0〉 states are coupled with strength √2t, where
the tunneling t is bosonically enhanced by a factor of√
2. We find an upper bound for the probability of
adiabatic Landau-Zener transfer of about 60 %, which
is determined by the measured rate of change of δoff
during the imbalance jump, shown in Fig. 5B. As all
experimental parameters are held constant after the
quench, the site offset δoff is solely tuned by the reorder-
ing atoms. The timescale and (non-)adiabaticity of the
Landau-Zener transitions is thus inherently determined
by the system evolving non-linearly due to the presence
of the global-range interactions.
At the beginning of the imbalance jump (ii), the
ground state of the system is the CDW state. The
bulk is however still in the MI state, which is now a
highly excited state of energy E1. During the imbalance
jump (ii) each double well in the bulk evolves via non-
adiabatic Landau-Zener transfers to a superposition of
|1, 1〉 and |2, 0〉 states. On top of the imbalance created
previously by superfluid surface atoms, the redistribut-
ing bulk increases the imbalance further, allowing the
system to lower the excitation energy by ∆E. We infer
∆E = 7.7(2.1) MHz from the imbalance jump (ii) in the
Metastability Measurement (SI Appendix), see Fig. 5C.
This process is sketched using our toy model, where a
symmetry breaking field is present due to the imbalance
created by superfluid surface atoms.
In order to study the energy budget of the system we
consider two scenarios. If the system was closed, the
total energy could not change, and the reduction in ex-
citation energy ∆E would be balanced by an increase in
kinetic energy of the system. Since our system is inher-
ently open, the energy could also be dissipated by leaking
cavity photons. We make use of the spectrum of these
photons to distinguish the two cases. We estimate the
number of scattered photons during the imbalance jump
(ii) to be about 12(3) × 103 (SI Appendix), where each
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FIG. 6: Previously extracted transition points superimposed
on a phase diagram of the system. Results from the Hystere-
sis measurement: Orange and green diamonds indicate the
thresholds where an imbalance is created and where it van-
ishes during detuning ramps, respectively. The center of the
imbalance jump is shown in blue, where transparency indi-
cates the probability of occurrence of the jump. For details
on the measurement of the phase diagram, see SI Appendix.
White data points and the associated black dashed line in-
dicated the loss of coherence, from left to right, which we
infer from the measured BEC fraction, and green tiles indi-
cate states with non-zero imbalance. We identify a superfluid
(SF), a lattice supersolid (SS), a Mott-insulator (MI) and a
charge-density wave (CDW) phase. This experiment was per-
formed with 16(1)× 103 atoms at maximum lattice depths of
(Vx,Vy,Vz) = (15.7 E
785
R , 26.2 E
671
R , 12.9 E
785
R ). For further
details see [23] and SI Appendix. Error bars are SD (SI Ap-
pendix).
photon would have to dissipate at least 0.6(3) kHz of en-
ergy. This would leave a notable signature in the photon
spectrum, which is not observed. While our heterodyne
detection cannot rule out processes where only few pho-
tons dissipate all the energy, such a collective scattering
process seems unlikely. Hence we conclude that the exci-
tation energy released during the jump (ii) is transformed
into kinetic energy of the system.
Phase diagram
The observation of metastable states, a coexistence of
phases and a jump in the order parameter are typical
features of first order phase transitions. We thus want to
relate our observations to a phase diagram of the system
measured as in [23], see Fig. 6. Here, we superimpose
the thresholds extracted in the Hysteresis Measurement
7on the phase diagram.
The threshold for the creation of an imbalance (orange
diamonds) coincides with the appearance of an imbalance
in the phase diagram (green tiles). The center position of
the fast jump (blue diamonds) is located within a region
of intermediate imbalance present in the phase diagram
at ∆c/2pi ≈ −20 MHz (light green tiles). The threshold
for the disappearance of an imbalance (green diamonds)
extends deep into the MI region (white tiles). The asso-
ciated blue and green lines enclose an area where the MI
and the CDW phases can coexist and where hysteresis
is observed. In addition, we find the parameter regime
where the system can fall into either of the two final
states in the Metastability Measurement (Fig. 2A) to lie
close to the blue line (Fig. 6).
Conclusion and Outlook
Using the unique real-time access of our experi-
ment, we observed long-lived metastable phases and
hysteretic behavior at a first-order quantum phase
transition between an MI and a CDW phase. Owing
to the non-linearity stemming from the global-range
interactions, the system develops its own timescale when
quenched across the phase transition. The resulting
dynamics of spatially reordering atoms points to an
avalanche of resonant tunneling processes taking place,
which render the transition out of the metastable state
inherently non-adiabatic. The observed lack of energy
dissipation during the transition poses questions on the
thermalization of the final state. Our work provides a
novel approach to study dynamics and thermalization
processes in open quantum many-body systems.
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9SI Appendix
Lattice calibrations
We calibrate the lattice depth along the x direction by amplitude modulation spectroscopy observing the position
of the lowest three Bloch bands [S1]. The lattice depths along the y and z direction are calibrated via Raman-
Nath diffraction [S2]. The lattice depths are calibrated separately for each experiment, and we obtain the following
parameters. In the Metastability Measurement, Vx = 1.56(5)×Vz, Vy = 30.7(1.6) E 671R , and Vz = 11.1(7) E 785R . In the
Hysteresis Measurement, Vx = 1.12(3)× Vz, Vy = 26.2(1.1) E 671R when the y lattice is present and Vx = 1.02(4)× Vz
when the y lattice is switched off, and Vz ranging from 5.7(4) E
785
R to 12.9(2) E
785
R . In the phase diagram measurement,
Vx = 1.27(11)×Vz, Vy = 26.2(1.1) E 671R , and Vz ranging from 4.0(5) E 785R to 12.9(2) E 785R . Errors on the lattice depths
in the y and z direction incorporate uncertainties from the calibration and residual offsets on the photodiodes.
Detuning calibrations
The BEC couples to two linearly polarized TEM00 eigenmodes of the cavity, which are tilted by α = 22
◦ with
respect to the y and z axis. The resonance frequencies of the eigenmodes are separated due to birefringence by
δB/2pi = 2.2 MHz. The detuning ∆c refers to the lower lying resonance frequency of the mainly z-polarized mode,
and the x lattice is detuned by 2pi × 30 MHz from this mode, see Fig. S1. In every experimental repetition, after
atomic absorption pictures are taken, we scan the frequency of the x lattice across the cavity resonance and fit the
resulting photon signal with a Lorentzian. We deduce a standard deviation of ∆c/2pi of 0.3 MHz.
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Detuning from the mainly z-polarized cavity mode (MHz) × 2pi
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Hysteresis
Metastability
∆c δB
δ
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FIG. S1: Various detunings used in the experiment. The resonances of the two linearly polarized TEM00 modes of the empty
cavity are shown by the dark grey line, their resonance frequencies are separated by δB/2pi = 2.2 MHz due to birefringence.
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each resonance is 2κ/2pi = 2.5 MHz. Coupling of atoms to the cavity shifts the
cavity resonance by the dispersive shift δ down in frequency (light grey line). The z lattice is detuned by a variable amount of
∆c from the lower lying resonance frequency of the mainly z-polarized mode of the empty cavity, shown by the vertical blue
line on the left half of the figure, where the neighboring faint blue lines illustrate the scan direction. The x lattice is detuned
by 2pi×30 MHz from the same mode, shown by the vertical blue line on the right. Horizontal arrows depict the scan directions
and ranges of the different experiments, and the small vertical blue lines indicate where the phase diagram data is taken.
Magnetic fields and gradients
We apply a magnetic gradient field levitating the atomic cloud. In addition, we operate the experiment at a
magnetic offset field large enough to achieve a good separation between the atomic hyperfine levels such as to avoid
Raman-assisted spin-flips induced by the presence of the lattices and the cavity. We use a magnetic field of B ≈ 130 G
oriented along the z axis and obtain a Zeeman-splitting of about ∆E/h ≈ 90 MHz, well above the maximum cavity
detuning of ∆maxc /2pi = −53 MHz.
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Trapping frequencies
In our system, the cloud is magnetically levitated and subject to a crossed far off-resonant dipole trap. In the
absence of optical lattices, we calculate the trapping frequencies in all three directions and find (ωx ,ωy ,ωz) = 2pi ×
(96, 38, 49) Hz, respectively. When we include a 671 nm blue-detuned y lattice of depth Vy = 30 E
671
R , which
is comparable to our experimental parameters, together with an increased dipole trap depth, we calculate trap
frequencies of (ωx ,ωy ,ωz) = 2pi × (116, 38, 67) Hz. In the case of lattice depths comparable to the maximum lattice
depths used in the experiment (Vx = Vz = 14 E
785
R , Vy = 30 E
671
R ) we calculate trap frequencies of (ωx ,ωy ,ωz) =
2pi × (219, 221, 193) Hz. Deconfinement due to changing zero-point energies is taken into account. We compare our
calculations with experimental data and find good agreement. We estimate an error of about 10 % resulting primarily
from uncertainties in the determination of beam waists at the position of the atoms.
Extraction of the even-odd particle imbalance Θ and site offset δoff from the measured photon flux
We obtain the imbalance Θ from the mean intra-cavity photon nph number via
Θ =
∣∣∣∑
i∈e
〈nˆi 〉 −
∑
i∈o
〈nˆi 〉
∣∣∣ = √nph ∆2c
η2M20
1
F (∆c)
, (S1)
with
F (∆c) = ∆c
∣∣∣ cos2 α
∆’c − δB + iκ
+
sin2 α
∆’c + iκ
∣∣∣ |∆c |κ,|δ|,δB≈ 1 (S2)
F (∆c) takes into account the two linearly polarized TEM00 eigenmodes of the cavity. The effective two-photon
Rabi frequency is given by η/2pi = 2.99
√
Vz/~
√
Hz, the spatial overlap of the interference lattice provided by the
cavity mode and the z lattice with the Wannier-function Wi (x , z) of an atom localized at lattice site i is given by
M0 =
∫ ∫
dx dz W ∗i (x , z) cos (kx) cos (kz)Wi (x , z), the cavity decay rate is κ/2pi = 1.25 MHz, and ∆
’
c = ∆c − δ takes
into account the dispersively shifted cavity resonance, where δ corresponds to the dispersive shift with a maximum
shift per atom of U0/2pi = −56.3 Hz for each of the two cavity modes. A moving average of window size 4 ms is used
on all photon data except for the phase diagram in Fig. 6 where the window size is 10 ms. Note: Technical noise on
the photon detector is converted into an imbalance Θ. Due to the dependence of Θ on ∆c and Vz the background
noise causes a noticable signal far from cavity resonance, and contributes to the small but non-zero imbalance visible
on the left side of Fig. 2D, Fig. 3A and C-D, Fig. 4B, and to the imbalance visible in the lower left corner of Fig. 6.
For further details see [S3].
The energy offset δoff between even and odd sites is related to the strength of the dynamic checkerboard lattice
depth formed by the z lattice and the light scattered into the cavity. It is defined as
δoff = 4ηM0
√
nph (S3)
Strength of effective atom-atom interactions of global-range
Taking both cavity modes into account, Ul is given by
Ul = −K |ηM0|2
[
(∆’c − δB) cos2 α
(∆’c − δB)2 + κ2
+
∆’c sin
2 α
∆’2c + κ
2
]
|∆c |  κ, |δ|, δB≈ −K |M0|2 η
2
∆c
∝ Vz
∆c
s. (S4)
We take the number of lattice sites to be the number of atoms, K = N, for details see [S3].
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Derivation of the extended Bose-Hubbard toy model
Our system is well described by a Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian with additional global-range interactions of the form
[S3, S4]:
Hˆ
~
= −t
∑
<i ,j>
(
bˆ†i bˆj + h.c .
)
+
Us
2
∑
i∈e,o
nˆi (nˆi − 1)−
∑
i∈e,o
Vi nˆi − Ul
K
(∑
i∈e
nˆi −
∑
i∈o
nˆi
)2
(S5)
where t is the nearest neighbor tunneling rate, Vi is the site dependent harmonic trapping potential, bˆi and bˆ
†
i are
the bosonic annihilation and creator operators at site i , and nˆi = bˆ
†
i bˆi is the corresponding number operator. In our
toy model, we assume the limit of zero tunneling and neglect the harmonic trapping potential. We consider a total of
N atoms to be distributed among a fixed number of lattice sites K = N, independent of the strength of global-range
interactions Ul. This is experimentally realistic for deep lattices where an atomic wavepacket cannot spread more
than a few lattice sites during the experiment due to very small tunneling t.
In the limit of t = 0, the eigenstates of the system are the number states, and we can replace all the number
operators in (S5) by the corresponding average values, 〈nˆi 〉 = ni . We introduce the imbalance Θ as
Θ = 〈Θˆ〉 =
〈∑
i∈e
nˆi −
∑
i∈o
nˆi
〉
=
∑
i∈e
ni −
∑
i∈o
ni (S6)
The atomic configuration of least energy for a given imbalance Θ corresponds to part of the system being in a CDW
state, namely the fraction fCDW = |Θ|/K , while all other atoms are in an MI state. The CDW is characterized by
neveni = 2 and n
odd
i = 0 for even and odd sites, respectively, while ni = 1 on all lattice sites in the MI state. The energy
of such a state is:
〈Hˆ〉 = Nε = 1
2
fCDWUsK − Ul
K
Θ2 =
1
2
|Θ|
K
UsK − Ul
K
Θ2 (S7)
With N = K , we obtain
ε =
1
2
Us
|Θ|
N
− Ul
( |Θ|
N
)2
(S8)
The system changes its ground state from an MI state with no imbalance to a CDW state with maximum imbalance
(|Θ|/N = ±1) at Ul/Us = 1/2, see Fig. 1A. We use this critical point to calculate the energy barrier per particle between
the MI and the CDW state which is defined as E barrier = Em−Eg . Here Eg = 0 is the ground state energy and Em = Us/8
is the maximum energy as a function of Θ at |Θ|/N = 1/2. For (Vx,Vy,Vz) = (13 E 785R , 26 E 671R , 13 E 785R ). We obtain
an energy barrier of E barrier/h = 260 Hz which is much larger than the single particle tunneling rate t/2pi = 46 Hz.
The presence of a trapping potential can lower the energy of a state of intermediate imbalance and possibly reduce
the height of the energy barrier between the MI and CDW phases. This reduction in energy can be as large as 600 Hz
at the edge of the central 2D layer. Assuming such a situation to be present everywhere in the system, the energy
barrier per particle is reduced to about E barrier/h = 180 Hz, which is still significantly larger than the tunneling rate√
2t [S5].
Calculation of atomic density distributions
Number of 2D layers: We calculate the number of 2D layers based on the measured atom number and the calculated
trap frequencies, following [S6]. Since the lattice along the y direction is very deep we assume the atom number in
each 2D layer to be fixed.
Maximum lattice filling: Following [S7], we calculate the atomic density as a function of µ/Us and t/Us in the grand
canonical ensemble, where µ is the chemical potential. Using the local density approximation and calculated trapping
frequencies, we obtain the full density distribution of the atomic cloud which is used to estimate the maximum filling
ni .
Number of surface atoms Nsurf: In the Metastability Measurement the 2D lattice has different strengths in the x
and z directions (Vx = 17.3 E
785
R , Vz = 11.1 E
785
R ). We estimate Nsurf from the calculated atomic density distribution
in a balanced 2D square lattice around the average lattice depth V = 12 (Vx + Vz). We obtain Nsurf = (4 − 8) × 103
atoms at V = (15− 13) E 785R , respectively.
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Evaluation of the Metastability Measurement
The data is taken in a range of final detunings of −36 ≤ ∆fc/2pi ≤ −16 MHz with an interval of 0.5 MHz, amounting
to a total of 41 datasets. For every ∆fc , the experiment is repeated 13− 22 times. In each repetition we start with a
detuning ramp in the time interval 0 < T < 20 ms, followed by a free-evolution at 20 ≤ T < 70 ms. The imbalance
Θ is obtained as the mean of the imbalance Θ in the time interval 50 < T < 60 ms. The two distinct imbalance
distributions are highlighted by coloring data with 0 < Θ < 7×103 atoms in orange and data with Θ > 7×103 atoms
in green, see Fig. 2.
At each final detuning ∆fc , we take the mean and standard deviation of data in the orange and green region
separately, and we obtain Fig. 2A. In order to quantify the gap between the two states, we consider the final detuning
region where we find states with both small and large imbalance simultaneously, i.e. −24 MHz ≤ ∆fc/2pi ≤ −19.5 MHz.
We consider data above and below Θ = 7 × 103 atoms separately and take the mean and standard deviation. The
difference defines the gap between the two states, which has a height of 5.2(1.4)×103 atoms. In another representation
of the same data, we split the imbalance data of each ∆fc into 22 bins of binsize 700 atoms and construct a histogram
as a function of Θ and ∆fc , see Fig. 2B. In order to obtain mean counts Counts as shown in Fig. 2C, we generate a
histogram with respect to Θ of data in the orange region of Fig. 2B, where we normalize counts by the respective
sample size (492), and we repeat this procedure for data in the green region which has a sample size of 181. This way
the obtained histogram becomes independent of the exact sample size in each state, as the sample size is sensitive to
the scan region of final detunings.
Hysteresis Measurement: Lattice and detuning ramps
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FIG. S2: Temporal sequence of lattice amplitude and detuning ramps in the Hysteresis Measurement. Time T = [−50, 0] ms:
The square lattice in the x − z direction is ramped to a depth of (Vx,Vz) (top panel)) at a constant detuning ∆c (middle
panel), predominantly increasing Us but also Ul (bottom panel). T = [0, 80] ms: The detunig ∆c is ramped towards resonance
(ramp I) such as to vary Ul linearly in time while Us is kept constant. [80, 160] ms: The ramp in the detunig is inverted and ∆c
is brought back to the starting point (ramp II). [160, 210] ms: The square lattice in the x − z direction is ramped down again.
The BEC is initially prepared in a crossed far off resonant dipole trap. Then a strong y lattice is ramped within
100 ms to a final depth of Vy, where the ramp follows an S-shape of form V (T ) = V0
[
3
(
T
T0
)2
− 2
(
T
T0
)3]
. Here
V0 is the final lattice depth, T is time, and T0 is the total duration of the ramp. The y lattice cuts the cloud
into weakly coupled 2D-layers. The subsequent sequence of amplitude and detuning ramps is shown in Fig. S2.
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First, the square lattice in the x − z direction is applied using another S-shaped amplitude ramp of 50 ms duration,
finishing at depths Vx and Vz. Then the z lattice detuning ∆c/2pi is swept from −53 MHz to −13 MHz within
a variable time of τ = (30 − 150) ms using a ramp which varies Ul linearly in time. The ramp has the form
∆c(T ) =
[(
1
∆c (τ)
− 1∆c (0)
)
T
τ +
1
∆c (0)
]−1
, where ∆c(0) and ∆c(τ) represent the initial and final detuning, respectively.
Subsequently, the detuning ∆c/2pi is swept back to −53 MHz, using an inverted ramp of the same duration. Finally,
the square lattice is ramped down within 50 ms using another S-shaped ramp.
Hysteresis loops: Data evaluation and comparison of different ramp times
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FIG. S3: Hysteresis area as a function of the ramp time τ . We obtain the hysteresis area for ramp times (A) τ = 30 ms, (B)
τ = 50 ms, (C) τ = 100 ms, and (D) τ = 150 ms in the same way as in Fig. 3B. Solid lines represent the case where lattices in
all three directions are applied, while dashed lines represent the case where the y lattice is switched off such as to reduce Us.
Data points represent statistical means and errors are SD.
Extraction of thresholds. In the Hysteresis Measurement, we extract the threshold for the onset of an imbalance Θ
during ramp I and the threshold where Θ vanishes again during ramp II. We define both of these thresholds as the
point where the intracavity photon signal is 20 times higher than the mean background level. The background level
is obtained by averaging the photon signal over 50 ms while all lattices are switched off. As a result of this method,
the imbalances Θ at the threshold positions are of different magnitude (see orange and green diamonds in Fig. 3A).
The experiment is repeated at least 3 times for every lattice depth Vz, and the corresponding averaged thresholds for
the z lattice depth Vz and detuning ∆c are shown by orange and green diamonds in Fig. 6.
Hysteresis loop definition. We show closed hysteresis loops of the imbalance Θ as a function of global-range
interaction strength Ul in Fig. 3A. The loop naturally closes at high Ul (right side of the figure) where the detuning
ramp is inverted. At low Ul (left side of the figure) we plot data down to the point where the two curves cross. We only
consider crossing points which happen below the thresholds of the creation and disappearance of an imbalance. This
additional condition is needed to exclude crossings happening in the middle of the hysteresis loop due to e.g. heating,
such a case is visible in Fig. 3D. In order to reduce noise, we average Ul using an averaging window of 2pi × 20 Hz to
find this crossing point.
Hysteresis area. The hysteresis area A is obtained by integrating the imbalance Θ as a function of Ul during ramp II
and subtracting this signal from the integrated curve during ramp I. We define a normalized hysteresis area as the
ratio of hysteresis area A and a factor Amax. Here Amax is a fixed constant which defines the maximum possible
hysteresis area, i.e. the product of the total number of atoms and the maximum strength of Ul. The hysteresis area
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shown in Fig. 3B and Fig. S3 is the average of at least 3 repetitions for every lattice depth Vz. In order to ensure
comparability of the data, we use hysteresis area data only for those lattice depths for which the averaged maximum
imbalance Θmax satisfies the constraint that Θmax ≥ Θz,max −∆Θz,max, where Θz,max is the average of the maximum
imbalance obtained for the case of deepest lattices and ∆Θz,max is the corresponding standard deviation.
At small Ul, changes in the interaction strength stem from ramping the lattice depth Vz which changes both Ul and
Us. However, a large fraction of the hysteresis loop is occurring during the frequency ramps where Ul is varying while
Us stays constant. Taking for example the case of a frequency ramp of duration τ = 80 ms as shown in Fig. 3, Us is
reduced by less then 9% at the point where the hysteresis loop closes for small Ul. At ramp times of τ = (30−50) ms,
this reduction in Us increases to 23%.
We note that we do not use Ul/Us as an x axis for the extraction of an hysteresis area as it does not allow a direct
comparison between the case of strong short-range interactions Us when all 3D lattices are present and the case where
the y lattice is switched off such as to reduce Us.
Hysteresis area as a function of ramp time τ . A study of the hysteresis area is shown in Fig. S3. In all cases,
we observe a qualitatively comparable behavior as in Fig. 3B where increasing interactions increases the observed
hysteresis area. Heating from the presence of optical lattices reduces the overall signal with increasing ramp time,
leading to a negative hysteresis area clearly visible in Fig. S3C-D. The difference in the hysteresis area between the
case of strong and weak Us (with and without the y lattice, respectively) is nearly the same for different ramp times.
Imbalance dynamics: data evaluation
In order to quantify the position, duration and height of the fast jump as shown in Fig. 4, we use the following
definition of an effective derivative:
dΘ
dt
(T )
∣∣∣
ξ
=
1
ξ
[
max
[
Θ(T − ξ
2
: T +
ξ
2
)
]−min[Θ(T − ξ
2
: T +
ξ
2
)
]]
(S9)
where max and min yield the maximum and minimum value of Θ withing a time interval of ±ξ/2 around the time T ,
we use ξ = 4 ms. This effective derivative helps to improve the signal to noise ratio. The fast jump is then associated
with a maximum in the amplitude of the effective derivative. We fit the signal from the effective derivative with a
Gaussian in a time window of ±10 ms around the fast jump. The central position of the Gaussian fit, t0, is used to
extract the position of the fast jump in terms of the z lattice depth and the detuning ∆c , see Fig. 6. The full width
at half maximum of the Gaussian represents the duration of the jump ξjump and is used to extract the jump height
hjump = Θ(T0 + ξjump/2)−Θ(T0 − ξjump/2)
In order to extract T0, ξjump, and hjump we consider only those experimental realizations where the fast jump occurs
when all the external parameters are kept constant after the quench, and we obtain 54 such realizations. Formally,
this constraint is defined as T0 − ξjump/2 > Tconst, where Tconst is the time from which on all external parameters are
kept constant. The height ∆Θ and duration ∆T of the fast jump stated in the main text are obtained by averaging
all individual data of hjump and ξjump.
Repeating the extraction procedure described above with reduced time interval ξ or reduced moving average
window size, we observe shorter durations of the step at the cost of a reduced signal to noise ratio. The value
provided in the main text is thus an upper bound on the actual step duration.
We obtain the tunneling time in a double well in the following way. We consider the two states |1, 1〉 and |2, 0〉
resonantly coupled by the tunneling
√
2t, where
√
2 accounts for bosonic enhancement. Starting in the state |1, 1〉,
the system reaches the state |2, 0〉 within the tunneling time.
Phase of the light field: Using our heterodyne detection we also extract the time phase of the light field scattered
into the cavity with respect to the lattice in the z direction [S8]. Because of residual phase drifts of the heterodyne
setup, we cannot relate the phase signals between consecutive experimental runs. To improve clarity of the phase
signal shown in Fig. 4C a mean offset phase is subtracted in each realization to remove these shot to shot phase drifts.
The mean offset phase is obtained by time averaging of the phase signal from 20 ms ≤ T ≤ 65 ms in the Metastability
Measurement and from 40 ms ≤ T ≤ 80 ms in the Hysteresis Measurement. Here T = 0 ms corresponds to the initial
time (0 ms) in Fig. 4.
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Extraction of the change in excitation energy ∆E from the measured photon flux
We extract the change in excitation energy ∆E during the imbalance jump (ii), where τs counts the time since
the beginning of the jump. At the beginning of the jump, superfluid surface atoms account for an initial imbalance
of Θ(τs = 0 ms). We assume that the imbalance stemming from these surface atoms stays approximately constant
during the jump. As the imbalance stemming from reordering bulk atoms increases with time τs the site offset δoff
also increases, reducing the excitation energy of all previously imbalanced atoms. From the measured imbalance Θ(τs)
and site offset δoff(τs) we obtain
∆E(τs)
h
=
τs∫
τ ′s=0
[
δoff(τs)− δoff(τ ′s)
]dΘ
dτ ′s
dτ ′s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bulk
+
[
δoff(τs)− δoff(0)
]
Θ(0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
surface
(S10)
The result is shown in Fig. 5C.
Number of photons scattered during the imbalance jump
We estimate the total number of photons incoherently scattered from the z lattice - off the atoms - into the single
cavity mode. In the bad cavity limit we can consider a quasi-stationary intra-cavity light field. In this limit, scattering
of photons into the cavity mode balances photon loss through the cavity mirrors. Photons leave the cavity at a rate
given by the inverse cavity lifetime of 2κ = 2×2pi×1.25 MHz. Here we neglect the low rate of scattering of incoherent
cavity photons back into the z lattice as they will not exhibit bosonic enhancement. We observe an average mean
intra-cavity photon number of nph = 0.18(2) during the time of the imbalance jump (ii) of ∆T = 4.3(0.6) ms. The
scattering rate into the cavity then becomes 2.8(3)× 106 photons/s and the number of scattered photons during the
jump is about 12(3)× 103 photons.
Phase diagram measurement: data evaluation
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FIG. S4: Extraction of the phase boundary between states with and without spatial coherence. (A) The BEC fraction as a
function of the z lattice depth Vz is shown for a detuning of ∆c/2pi = −13 MHz. We observe a kink in the BEC fraction
and we use a multi-line fit to extract its position. The data is resampled 104 times using a bootstrapping method and fitted
separately to estimate the 1σ standard deviation (grey area) around the kink position (dashed line). The blue lines represent
the fit results of 10 random samples. (B) Histogram of the kink position resulting from resampling the data. We fit a Gaussian
to the histogram and extract the kink position and the 1σ standard deviation from this fit.
To construct the phase diagram of the system we follow [S3] with the difference that we now prepare a BEC of
16(1) × 103 atoms instead of 42(4) × 103 atoms. Due to the lower atom number, states with non-zero imbalance Θ
are created closer to resonance with respect to [S3]. The wavelength of the square lattice is now 784.7 nm instead of
785.3 nm previously while all other parameters are comparable.
Phase diagram measurement: Contrary to the Metastability Measurement and the Hysteresis Measurement, the
detuning ∆c is kept constant throughout each experimental sequence. We start with a BEC and slowly ramp up the
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lattice depth in all three directions. Then, all trapping potentials are abrouptly switched off and absorption pictures
of the atomic cloud are taken after 7 ms of ballistic expansion. We obtain the BEC fraction from a bimodal fit of the
atomic density distribution, and the maximum imbalance from the maximum photon flux leaking out of the cavity.
To construct the phase diagram, this experiment is repeated at different detunings ∆c and final lattice depths Vz.
Each data point of the phase diagram is taken on average four times. We obtain the phase boundary between
states with and without spatial coherence for each detuning ∆c from the position of a kink in the BEC fraction as
a function of the lattice depth Vz, see Fig. S4, which we associate with the loss of superfluidity and the formation
of an insulating phase [S9]. We use a multiple line fit to find the kink position. For each detuning ∆c we estimate
the standard deviation of the kink position using a bootstrapping algorithm which resamples the data 104 times.
The samples are constructed by taking out of the four experimental iterations one data point in the BEC fraction
at random for each lattice depth Vz. The samples are then fitted individually and a histogram of the resulting kink
positions is constructed, see Fig. S4. We obtain the position of the kink and the 1 σ standard deviation shown in
Fig. 6 from a Gaussian fit to the histogram.
We obtain information on the creation of an imbalance Θ by detecting photons leaking from the cavity with a
heterodyne setup [S10]. In each experimental repetition we take a single data point of Θ after all lattices are ramped
up and just before taking atomic absorption pictures. The photon data is resampled together with the measured z
lattice depth Vz in order to reduce noise. An averaging window of 10 ms is used. We deduce the phase diagram from
the imbalance Θ and the transition between states with and without spatial coherence, where we use the criteria
established in [S3]: the superfluid region (SF) shows spatial coherence but no imbalance, the lattice supersolid region
(SS) shows spatial coherence and a non-zero imbalance, the Mott-insulating region (MI) shows no spatial coherence
and no imbalance and the charge-density wave region (CDW) shows no spatial coherence but a non-zero imbalance.
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